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Intro - Acquainting Metro Atlanta
Youth with STEM (AMAYS)
• After school program for Middle School students
• Place student participants into teams of technology
start ups to develop a culturally relevant phone app
• Developed an ICT rich informal learning environment

Intro - Background
Beta Study
• Six afternoons in the summer
• 4 girls and 9 boys

Intro - Objectives
• Identify factors that cause attrition
• Find ways to improve our teaching methods and
materials
• Determine if students acquired 21st Century Skills
• Look for holes in our data collection methods

Goal
• Broaden the diversity of youth entering and
becoming successful in the STEM pipeline.
• NSF directive

Theoretical Framework
A theoretical unifying framework that links concepts
from the three independent literatures on:
• Informal learning,
• Culturally relevant education, and
• Gameful learning.

Strategies for Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active learning
Collaboration
Student agency
Adaptive challenges
Formative feedback
Rewards
Participatory learning

Data Collection and Analysis
• Participant observer & non-participant observer field
notes/journal entries
• Open and thematic coding of the field notes
• Review of logs from the AMAYS Online learning
environment

Results: Attrition
• Attrition: 66% decline in attendance b/t the
1st and last days
– Nonparticipation while in the sessions
– Sporadic attendance
– Having to leave early
– Quitting

Results: Attrition
• Possible reasons for Attrition
– Competition with other after school activities
– Possible frustration from technical difficulties or
loss of team mates

Results: Informal Learning Environment
Strengths
• Helping to troubleshoot Apps
• Answering questions and checking on students
• Showing interest in the work that students completed
• Asking students questions to test their knowledge along the
way
Barriers
• Technical difficulties with logging into AMAYS Online and
App Inventor
• Trouble using the coin system (too many steps)
• Logistical/programmatic issues

Results: 21st Century Skill Acquisition
• Not enough time for all of our activities
• Only 9 students attempted to get coins
– 7.5 coin average per student
– 1-12 coin range

• Only 5 students completed an entire app project
– Only 1 student completed more than one (3 total)

• The teams that stayed together collaborated effectively
• Some difficulty with basic web activities
– Address vs Search bar, Copy/Paste, Downloading and
retrieving material

Recommendations
• Demo activities for the whole class rather than
just individuals
• Improve our field notes and records of student
progress
• Offer support but don’t overcrowd the
students

Recommendations (continued)
How can we address student nonparticipation?
• Relate AMAYS tasks to relevant topics
• Larger teams
• Provide opportunities for greater autonomy
vs
• Rigorous teacher instruction to help facilitate
student/teacher relationships

Questions?

